Contemporary Research designs, engineers, and manufactures HDTV modulators, IPTV encoders, HDTV tuners, and control products to deliver an integrated solution for Digital RF and IP networks. CR is helping AV integrators realize the benefits of using RF Coax in HDTV distribution systems throughout many facilities because it is affordable, reliable, and scalable with up to 270 HD programs and TV control - all in one cable.

Fully convergent, the same technology can also distribute video streams for IP networks.

Headquartered in Dallas for over 20 years, Contemporary Research products are made in Texas, and designed to function in 24/7 installations.

Made in USA

888.972.2728
contemporaryresearch.com
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RF Coax and IPTV Solutions
Employing a new HD encoding technology, Contemporary Research's line of HDTV RF Modulators and IPTV Encoders are known for quality and innovation. Designed, manufactured and serviced in Texas, our modulators and encoders feature dual channels, hardware scaling, and are easy to install and maintain.

Contemporary Research's QMOD HDTV Modulators IPTV Encoders turn analog or digital video signals into HDTV channels, using a variety of HD, SD and AV Inputs. Each QMOD creates two HD channels and can output them simultaneously as an RF QAM channel and/or an Ethernet IPTV stream.

Contemporary Research's QIP IPTV Encoders turn analog or digital video signals into HDTV channels, using a variety of HD, SD and AV Inputs. Each QIP creates two HD channels and outputs them as independent Ethernet H.264 streams.

Contemporary Research
QMOD™ HDTV Modulators
can be found in:

Broadcast
ABC Studios
Fox News
Mercury Studios
The Home Shopping Network
Univision
WWE
Corporate
Ashley Furniture Stores
Russell Investments
Norfolk Southern Railway
Entertainment
Arlington Park Racetrack
Keeneland Raceway
Wes Welker’s Sports Bar & Grill
House of Worship
Albuquerque First Baptist
Fellowship Church
Metropolitan Baptist Church
Sports Venues
AT&T Center
Chesapeake Energy Arena
Indian Wells Tennis Center
NRG Stadium
Tropicana Field
Contemporary Research’s line of control products allow facilities to control up to 4000 displays over RF Coax, eliminating the need for expensive Ethernet or dedicated control cabling. Our Display Express software gives staff the ability to create automated presets, event scheduling and custom control panels at an affordable price with no additional programming costs.

Commands from Display Express or custom control systems are received by our Head End. The Contemporary Research Head End converts the commands into a micro RF control channel. That channel is passed along with all the other channels to each TV. A small Contemporary Research controller at each display receives the channel and controls the TV using IR or RS-232 commands.

**Contemporary Research Control Systems can be found in:**

**Corporate**
- Home Depot
- Goldman Sachs
- Bank of America

**Education**
- LoveJoy ISD
- University of Alabama

**Entertainment**
- Churchill Downs
- Dave & Buster's
- Maryland Live! Casino
- PBR Rock Bar
- Rodeo Houston

**House of Worship**
- Willow Creek
- Community Church

**Sports Venues**
- American Airlines Arena
- CenturyLink Field
- Mercedes-Benz Superdome
- Spokane Arena
- Wells Fargo Center
For over 20 years, Contemporary Research has been setting the standard for professional AV television tuners. Proven in thousands of installations, our HDTV Tuners are loved by AV integrators and consultants for their reliability, easy installation, and affordability.

Designed to tune analog, digital, off-air ATSC and clear QAM cable channels in commercial applications, our HDTV Tuners accept IP, RS-232 and IR commands from control systems, and support remote control from onboard Web pages. Two models feature HDMI or HD-SDI video, as well as Component, RGBHV and Composite outputs.
Contemporary Research designs, engineers, and manufactures HDTV modulators, IPTV encoders, HDTV tuners, and control products to deliver an integrated solution for Digital RF and IP networks. CR is helping AV integrators realize the benefits of using RF Coax in HDTV distribution systems throughout many facilities because it is affordable, reliable, and scalable with up to 270 HD programs and TV control - all in one cable.

Fully convergent, the same technology can also distribute video streams for IP networks.

Headquartered in Dallas for over 20 years, Contemporary Research products are made in Texas, and designed to function in 24/7 installations.